Pcounter document
accounting software
Keeping your printing costs under control

Up to 30% savings
possible
Nearly two thirds of Europe’s businesses do not analyse their document production costs.
Those were the findings of a survey conducted by IDC, a leading market research institute.
They are missing out on huge potential savings – as much as 30% of their total document
production costs.

Pcounter functions: Time to
call your print costs to account!
Reporting: This basic function reports on all
document production activities in your network,
supplying analyses that can be user-, workgroupor project-related. Alternatively, you can request
a system-related report to control costs from a
specific printer or copier and discover if its capacity is not being cost-efficiently exploited.

When the economic climate is tough, keeping
costs under control is essential if you want to
stay competitive. This is where a document accounting software solution from Develop can
help. Pcounter allows you to localise, analyse
and clarify your printing and copying costs.
Optional modules even allow you to avoid certain costs in the first place and optimise your
entire document production expenditure.
The benefits are clear: a reduction in unnecessary paper consumption and the misuse of
printing or copying facilities, leading to significant cost savings.

Document routing: It often makes more sense to
prevent print costs from occurring in the first
place – and that’s no problem with Pcounter.
This software tool allows you to define your own
print or copy rules, e.g. automatic re-routing to a
more economical system when a print job exceeds a pre-set page limit. Users are automatically notified by e-mail or a pop-up message
where their jobs are printed.
Cost accounting: In project business it is often
possible to pass the print or copy costs onto a
customer – but only if you can account for the
costs and allocate them to a specific project.
Again this is no problem with Pcounter.
Pcounter offers you all the relevant, commonly
required accounting functions:

> Regulated printing (deleting or stopping
jobs, etc.)

> Capturing print jobs in all applications
> Load balancing between systems
> Network broadcast news (e.g. in case of
>
>

re-routing)
Administration from any Windows workplace
Logging of all print activities

Pcounter modules:
Smart add-ons to optimise
your print process
Pcounter offers a number of additional modules
that allow you to further optimise your document production process:
Pcounter Web Report: This add-on allows you to
produce graphic-rich, web-based analyses. All
print job details are safely captured and stored
in reports that can take a wide variety of forms.
Print jobs can be analysed by:
> User
> System
> Cost centre
> Number of pages
> Number of print jobs
> Day and time

